
The automation of the textile production line, has highlighted new

challenging difficulties which require sophisticated methods of control. Non

rigid objects like fabrics, cloths and garments have very low bending

resistance and their nonlinearity makes them unpredictable and susceptible

to deformations. In addition, the ever-increasing variety of fabrics adds an

extra layer of difficulty and makes the creation of an adaptable collaboration

framework a demanding task. Thus, the framework must be able to:

❑ Identify and estimate the human motion with accuracy.

❑ Keep the fabric stretched to minimize wrinkles and deformations

at the end of the collaboration.

❑ Follow the human guidance by repeating its movements.
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Abstract: System architecture and resource allocation:

Implementation of architecture in a real use case:

This thesis proposes a robust framework to co–manipulate the folding of

fabrics. The framework utilizes the Kinect RGB/D sensor to identify the

position and orientation of the fabric using image processing to extract

geometric features. The same sensor is used to track the position and

orientation of the operator’s hand inside the collaborative space. To improve

the Kinect’s tracking algorithm and eliminate noise during the collaboration,

a non – linear Kalman filter is applied to the Kinect’s tracking data. In

addition, the constructed framework consists of the KUKA LWR IV+ 7-axis

collaborative robot, equipped with an ATI force/torque sensor and a Reflex

One 3 finger – robotic gripper with 5 DOF that resembles the human hand

movements. The robot reacts to the operator’s movement accordingly and is

guided solely by the human operator. The proposed system was tested in a

real use case scenario, where the collaborative task is the fold of a

rectangular fabric. The fabric is laid flat on a table inside the collaborative

space and the robot task is to follow and assist the human operator to fold

the fabric in two different directions, along the two different fabric

dimensions. The experimental results showed that the proposed system is

able of identifying the laid fabric, tracking the human position and

orientation and guide the robot to assist in the fabric folding.
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Overall constructed collaborative robotic cell:

Problem Statement:

Conclusions & Future work:

The constructed framework provides a flexible, high level architecture that

based on the results and the experiments achieved to enable the co–

manipulation of the fabric. The resulted errors were anticipated based on the

simple solution of using one RGB/D sensor. Future work should focus on:

❑ Designing an architecture that incorporates at least two RGB/D

sensors or make use of a different sensor that can track a person

from top view.

❑ Incorporating the operator’s hand pitch/yaw/roll to increase the

DOF’s and manipulation dexterity in the robot’s movement.

❑ Integrating the framework with a mobile robot for usage in larger

workspaces with bigger fabrics.

❑ Modify the framework to run in an integrated operating system

(Windows/Linux) or framework (ROS).

Force & RGB/D control feedback during collaboration :

Implementation steps of fabric grasping technique:


